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The Bear Creek area lies within Crook and 
Deschutes counties, Oregon. It totals 336 square miles 
ad lies between latitudes 43052t33?1 and 44°4'4l" and 
longitudes 123°30' and 1210. 

The discussion is included under two main topics, 
geography and geology. The rather brief geographical 
section concerns name, climate, vegetation, settlement 
and economics, history of survey, and general relief 
features and drainage. 

The other section describes the areal geology. 
This area is made up of Tertiary and younger formations 
which are in general similar to the same formations 
found elsewhere in central Oregon. 

The oldest formation exposed is the Clamo 
formation, Locene age, which occupies less than half 
of the total area. It is here tentatively divided 
into lower and upper parts. 

The lower part includes a series of basal 
basaltic (and andesitic) flows at least several 
hundred feet thick overlain disconformably by a 
tuffaceous series of fossiliferous shales, siltstones, 
sandstones, and conglomerates, 150±' thick. Two 
fossil leaf localities have been described from this 
series. 

This lower unit is separated by a sliht 



nonconformity from the upper unit made up of several 
hundred feet of rhyolitic tuffs and silicified ashes 
overlain, apparently conformably, by a thick mass of 
rhyolitic lavas. These lavas total over 500' in 
places. 

The Clamo formation has been extensively folded, 
faulted, and eroded. The trend of the faulting is to 
the northwest. 

Overlying it unconformably are all the younger 
formations. 

The John Day formation, Oligocene age, is. ex- 
posed in limited areas. It is a tuffaceous series 
of beds characterized by red, green, and cream colors 
for the three respective members. Pillar and narrow 
terrace structures as well as considerable vertebrate 
fossils are common to most outcrops. One occurrence 
of freshwater invertebrates (pelecypods arid 
gastropods) is noted from this formation. 

The Columbia River basalt formation, Mioceno 
age, is separated from the John Day formation by an 
angular unconformity of a few deree Its thickness 
varies (remnant cappings to over 100') and the dips 
of the flows are only a few derees. The 8tructures 
of both this and the John Day formation are similar, 
showing little faulting arid slight folding which 
roughly parallels that shown by the Clamo formation. 

The next youngest formation exposed in this area 
is knovrn as the Harney formation. It is a rhyolitic 
tuff characterized by large pumicitic fragments in a 
fairly uiiform groundinass. Its exposures are limited 
to three very small areas. No imposed structure was 
noted at these outcrops. The age of the Hamney 
formation is given as Plioceno. 

Covering more than half of the area is the Madras 
formation of andesitic and basaltic lavas. These 
lavas are either Plioceno or early Pleistocene ase. 
Possibly some slightly younger lavas occupy the 
western portion of this area, where blister cones can 
be seen. The Madras lavas form relatively flat 
undissected desert plateau surfaces generally about 
4000' above sea level. Sources for these lavas are 
Bear Creek Buttes and Alkali Butte, volcanic cones. 
They rise about 1500' above the main plateau surfaces. 



Only initial dip 8lopes of a few degrees are shown by 
the Madras lavas. 

The drainage On these lava plateau surfaces is 
undeveloped and only where these surfaces give way to 
the dissected areas made up of older formations does 
dTainae follow a developed 8ystem. The conspicuous 
relief features of this dissected topographic unit 
are Bear Creek Butte, a Clamo remnant, and the Maury 
Mountains highland, made up of Clamo and Columbia 
River basalt formations. These features reach a 
hei .. ht of about 5500' above sea level. 

Bear Creek and its tributaries drain most of the 
area. Bear Creek empties northward into Crooked River 
itself a river of rather small flow durin,c, most of the 
year. 

All the valleys are youthful in character but 
they do have some recent valley alluvial fills in 
places. 

The mineral wealth of the area is largely 
limited to relatively undeveloped cinnabar claims 
found along fault zones in the Clamo formation. 
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THE GEOLOGY OF THE BEAR CREEK AREA, CROOK 
AND DESCKtJTES COUNTIES, OREGON 

GEOGRAPHY 

Location and Size 

The Bear Creek area as described in this paper 

lies within Crook and Deschutes counties in central 

Oregon. Its position with reference to the state is 

shown by plate 1. The 44th parallel of latitude di- 

vides the area almost equally with the northern limit 

44O4,4l! and the southern, 43052T33. The western 

boundary is the 121st meridian of longitude and the 

eastern, 120030, of longitude. The area includes the 

previously unmapped southern portion of the Prineville 

quadrangle and the northern part of the Brothers quad- 

rangle. It embraces ail of townships .18 to 19 south 

and the southern two miles of township 17 south, in 

ranges 15, 16, 17, and 18 east, a total of 336 square 

miles. 

Prineville, the county seat of Crook county, is 

the nearest town of consequence. Access to the area 

is gained by the Crooked River Highway from the north 

and the Central Oregon (Bend-Burns) Highway from the 

south. The roads within the area are well shown on 

the map, and although none are Paved, the main arter- 

ies of travel are fairly well maintained. However 

during the winter months even these roads are 
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frequently closed to ordinary travel on account of snow 

and muddy conditions. 

Name 

This area shall be known as the Bear Creek area. 

Bear Creek and Little Bear Creek and their tributaries 

drain the rreater portion of the area and are the only 

streams of consequence. Also Bear Creek Butte, an early 

Tertiary remnant, and Bear Creek Buttes, a relatively 

young shield cone, are two of the outstanding landscape 

features. It is from these names, well-known within the 

area, that the name is taken. 

Clima t e 
(1) 

The climate of the Dear Creek area is semi-arid 

with a total rainfall usually less than 10 inches. The 

Cascade Llountains block most of the nioisture-laden 

clouds coming from the west and a continental climate is 

the result. As the general elevation is about 4000' and 

there is little precipitation, varIations between night 

and day temperatures are marked. This is especially true 

of the summer months when the temperature often rises 

above 100°F during the day and during the night may fall 

to freezing. The winter climate is vigorous with temper- 

atures of 100 below freezing not uncommon. Buch of the 

(1) Ward, Robert, Climates of the United States, 1925. 
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precipitation occurs during the winter and spring months 

and this is mainly in the form of snow. Although the 

fall months have some rain, the suimner months are hot and 

dry, relieved only periodically by thunder showers of 

short duration. 

Vegetation 

The vegetation is sparse for most of the area with 

scattered juniper (Juniperus occidentalis) trees, numerous 

sagebrush (Artemisia arbuscula and Artemisia spineseens) 

bushes, some mountain inohogany (Cercocarpus ledifolius) 

and bunch grass (Agropyron caninum and Poa nevandensis) 

making up the general flora. Wild desert flowers are corn- 

mon in the summer months. The relatively young flat des- 

ert lava surfaces have the most meager vegetation and 

there sagebrush is dominant. Juniper trees are generally 

not common on these desert flats, but on the more 

dissected surfaces of the older formations juniper is 

quite common. In the northeast corner of the area (the 

Ochoco National Forest area in the Iiaury Mountains) the 

vegetation changes to one characterized by a fair forest 

growth of yellow pine (Pinus ponderosa). Here mountain 

mohogany is quite common and juniper, uncommon. The in- 

creased precipitation in this upland region largely 

accounts for this change. 
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Settlement and Economics 

The entire area is sparsely populated with about one 

person per seven square miles. The decrease in rainfall 

in the past years as well as overgrazin, of the land have 

caused a marked reduction in the population. Abandoned 

farm houses give good proof of this fact. The only post 

office is Millican, located on the Central Oregon Highway 

In the southwest corner of the map. 

The main occupation is farmIng. Farm crops are 

chiefly those grains and grasses that can withstand dry 

conditions, and these crops are grown only on a small 

scale and are used for winter feedlncr of cattle. A lit- 

tie IrrIgation Is practiced locally where water supply 

permits. Sorne sheep and cattle grazing land is present 

in the region but this is of limited extent. 

The juniper trees are of value for local use as 

fence posts and fire wood; the yellow pine is cf consid- 

erable value but most of it lies within the Ochoco 

National Forest. 

Mining is the youngest Industry and may prove the 

most important. Cinnabar is being recovered from sev- 

eral localities on a small scale; other minerais are of 

little commercial value. 

History of Survey 

The ceoloical mapping wa done by the Oregon State 



College summer session group under the direction of Dr. 

W. D. Wilkinson and assisted by the author, Wallace 

Lowry. Student geologists included Jean Bowman, Culver 

Anderson, Fred Gustafson, Muri Rutchinson, Albert 

Schenck, Dale Shuey, and Lennart Teir. 

No topographic map has been macle of this area and 

the work was correspondingly difficult. The Ochoco 

National Forest map, based on the U. S. Land Survey, 

was used as a general aid in mapping. The contacts were 

located by plane table methods for the most part and 

where these were not feasible by Brunton traverses. The 

aree. has been carefully covered with traverses crossing 

at selected intervals. 

General Relief Features and Drainage 

The region lends itself to a natural division into 

two topographic areas. A little over half of the total 

is made up of comparatively recent flat lying lava flow 

surfaces on which there are no developed drainage fea- 

tures of note. These surfaces extend from the south- 

east corner to the northwest sector, forming a Large 

somewhat triangular section. A much smaller extent of 

lavas of the same age and topographic expression lies in 

the north central portion of the area. Together these 

form a relatively flat plateau district, in general about 

4000' in elevation. Bear Creek Buttes and Alkali Butte, 
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sources for these lavas, rise lOO' above the main lava 

surfaces. The rest of the region is occupied by older 

formations, dissected to a marked extent and showing 

fairly well developed drainage. 

The western part of this dissected area is relative- 

'y high with Bear Creek Butte, about 5500', and Taylor 

Butte, about 4400' above sea level, the important fea- 

tures. The valleys of Bear Creek and Little Bear Creek 

are the conspicuous elements of the central section. 

Here the lowest elevation is a little less than 3OO' 

above sea level. These valleys are still in youth, 

draining a group of upland hills and ridges. The east- 

ern district is high and exhibits the most rugged topog- 

raphy of the entire division. It forms the western 

portion of the Maury Mountain area. 

Bear Creek and its tributaries are the most devel- 

oped streams in the area; Bear Creek empties northward 

into the Crooked River. Some creeks, heading on the 

north side of the Maury Mountains divide, likewise 

empty into Crooked River. At these localities the 

Crooked River and its tributaries have a small flow of 

water during most of the year. 

Drainage on the relatively recent lava flats is 

undeveloped and follows local depressions or leads into 

small enclosed natural basins. However, Dry River, a 
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shallow channel cut in the lavas, serves as a partial 

drainage unit for the southern district. It was devel- 

oped sometime since Pliocene by a westward flowing 

stream--the outlet for a lake which formerly occupied 

this district of relatively young lavas. This channel 

is at times filled with water from melting snows or 

thunder showers. 

GEOLOGY 

I)istrlbution of Formations 

r 
The geolocr)ical formations occuring in this area 

are Tertiary and younger in age. Older formations are 

not known to exist adjacent to this area. The oldest 
(1) 

formation exposed is the Clamo formation of Eocene 

age. It is shown on the map by the widespread extent 

of dark brown color in the central portion of the area. 
(2) 

The exposures of the John Day formation of the 

Oligocene epoch are very limited in this area, indicated 

here by a light brown color in the upper Bear Creek 

(1) Merriam, J. C., Journal of Geology, Jan.-eb., 
1901, No. 1, Vol. IX, p. 71. 

(2) Marsh, D. C., American Journal of Science, 1875, 
2nd series, Vol. IX, p. 52. 



Valley and Sa'e Hollow sections. The outcrop shown in 

the south end of Sace Hollow is believed to be about the 

southwest limit of the John Day formation. The Columbia 
(1) 

River basalt formation of Miocene age is shown in 

yellow. It is more extensive than the John Day formation 

and outcrops in a considerable area in the Sage Hollow 

region and in numerous scattered outcrops extending east- 

ward from upper Bear Creek Valley to the boundary. The 

northeast corner of the area, the Maury Mountain sector, 

is partly occupied by Columbia River basalt. The Harney 
(2) 

formation , a Pliocene formation of rhyolitic tuff 
(3) 

probably comparable to the Rattlesnake formation 

known farther to the east, is shown in three small 

(yellow-orange) areas south of Little Bear Creek. The 
(4) 

Madras formation , a later Pliocene or early 

Pleistocene formation, has the largest exposed area of 

all the formations. It is shown by an orange color and 

has widespread occurence in the southern parts of the 

area and also a good-sized north-central exposure. 

(1) Russell, I. C., United States Geological Survey, 
Bulletin No. 108, pp. 21-24, 1893. 

(2) Wilkinson, W. D. Personal Communication. 
(3) Merriam, J. C., and Stock, Chester, and Moody, 

C. L., The Pliocene Rattlesnake Formation and 
Fauna, Carnegie Institute, Washington, 
Publication 347, 1925. 

(4) lodge, E. T., Map of North Central Oregon, 
University of Oregon Publication, Geology 
Series No. 4, 1930. 
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A small area of possibly younger lavas occurs in the 

extreme western section, west and north of Bear Creek 

Buttes, but until detailed work is done, these younger 

lavas shall be Included with the Madras lavas. 

Quaternary alluvial deposits of very limited extent 

occur in lower Sae Hollow and lower Bear Creek Valley. 
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FORMATIONS OF THE BEAR CREEK AREA 

Me Formation Description 
ecent Valley alluvium 

Q.uaternary Pleistocene Madras and Light to darker cray 
Younger andesites and ba- 

salts of fresh 
Dis conf ormi ty appearance. 

Pliocene Harney Gray or light brown 
rhyolitic tuffs with 
characteristic pum- 

Nonconformity ice fragments. 

ÌTiocerìe Columbia 
River 
basalt 

Nonconforni ty 

Massive basalts, 
mainly black or dark 
gray in color, 
weathered and frac- 
tured to a certain 
degree. 

Oligocene John Day Conspicuously color- 
ed tuffaceous beds; 
parts of lower red, 

Tertiary fossiliferous middle 
green, and fossilif- 
erous upper cream 
colored members 

,Nonconformity present. 

Eocene Upper (?) White, buff, or 
light colored tuffs 

Clarno largely silicified, 
overlain, by rhyo- 

Small lites, mainly red 
Nonconformity jn color. 

Badly fractured and 
Lower (?) weathered basal ba- 

salts and andesites 
overlan discon- 
formably by light 
brown fossiliferous 
tuffaceous silt- 
stones, sandstones, 
and conglomerates. 
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Stratigraphy 

Clamo Formation 
(1) 

The Clamo formation , Eocene age, represents 

a great lapse of time which can be tentatively divided 

into lower and upper parts. The lower part includes 

the massive basal basalts and the series of tuffaceous 

siltstones, sandstones, and conglomerates, probably 

separated only by an erosional unconformity and time 

interval from the lower basalts. The upper division in- 

dudes a basal group of light colored ashes and 

silicified tuffs and the overlying very thick mass of 

rhyolite flows of the uppermost Clamo. The upper 

division is separated from the lower by a slight angular 

as well as erosional unconformity. This unconformity 

divides Clamo time into an early period in which great 

thicknesses of basaltic and andesitic lavas were poured 

out and a series of fluviatile tuffaceous siltstones, 

sandstones, and conglomerates of uncertain origin were 

deposited, and a later period of vulcanism in which 

ashes, tuff s, and rhyolitic lavas were extruded. The 

tuffaceous siltstones, sandstones and conglomerates of 

the lower Clamo were not derived entirely from the 

basalts, and their exact origin may never be known. 

(1) Merriam, J. C., Journal of Geology, Jan.-Feb., 
1901, No. 1, Vol. IX, p. 71 
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A possible source may have been a neighboring ancient 

highland area to the west or perhaps some earlier 

rhyolitic and tuffaceous material which is not now known 

to exist in or adjacent to the area. 

The sequence of materials in the Clamo formation 

is best shown along lower Bear Creek Valley and the 

eastern slopes and foothills of Bear Creek Butte. The 

Clamo formation in this area begins with a succession 

of flows of basalt. The lower contact of these basalts 

is not shown. One of the lowest flows known in the area 

is a weathered porphyritic basalt. 

The specimen of this basalt described occurs in 

Sec. 10, T lES., R 17E. 

Megascopically this basalt shows a dark gray, 

fine-grained groundmass broken up by numerous large 

phenocrysts of feldspar as much as 12mm in length. 

The texture as shown in the thin section is 

porphyritic holocrystalline. The ratio of groundivass 

to phenocrysts is about 10 to 1. The phenocrysts are 

subhedral crystals of feldspar and hypersthene. The 

feldspar is labradorite. Extinction angles of the 

albite twins are between 28°-28° and 34°-30°. The 

hypersthene phenocrysts are somewhat smaller than the 

feldspars and have been corroded and partly altered to 

serpentine. Calcite occurs in considerable quantity 
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in association with the hypersthene. 

The groundmass consists of laths of albite twinned 

labradorite, serpentinized crystals of a pyribole, and 

very numerous and well distributed anhedral crystals of 

magnetite. 

This porphyritic basalt is widespread and has 

undergone weathering as well as much faulting and folding. 

The feldspar phenocrysts weather faster than the ground- 

mass, and this rock, when considerably weathered, forms 

a gray disintegrated mass of basalt. 

Overlying this porphyritic basalt are more basalt 

flows which are similar in composition. They are 

genera],ly less porphyritic or aphdnitic in texture. 

Thin sections of these basalts are somewhat like 

the one described above. Phenocrysts of olivine, some- 

times twinned, and augite are quite commonly found. In 

some sections felted groundìnass shows the pyribole 

completely altered to serpentine. 

A small outcrop of fine agglomeratic material, 

15' thick, gray in color with limonite-stained veinlets, 

locally underlies one of the Clamo basalt flows, appar- 

ently one of the upper flows. It shows effects of fold- 

ing and weathering and bears some carbonaceous material. 

The thickness of the basalt unit of the lower Clamo 

varies as the result of erosion, and, although this is the 
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basal member of the Clamo formation and not measurable, 

its thickness totals several hundreds of feet. It has 

been subjected to much weathering, faulting, jointing, 

and minor fracturing, as well as much folding. These 

basalts weather down to form a thin reddish brown soil 

mantle. 

Following this period of extensive outpouring of 

lavas was a time of erosion in highland areas and 

deposition of sediments at lower elevations. The sedi- 

ments deposited are fluviatile in origin showing char- 

acteristic current ripplemarks, some fluviatile cross- 

bedding, and well rounded stream pebbles, cobbles, and 

boulders. This sedimentary series is well-bedded but 

soil coverings hide the exact character of the beds. 

These beds are 150-200' thick and are separated from the 

underlying basalts by an erosional unconformity but are 

included with thera in what will he called the lower 

Clamo. 

This sedimentary series is characterized by a light 

brown, sometimes somewhat greenish, color, varying of 

course from bed to bed. They include tuffaceous silt- 

stones, tuffaceous sandstones, granule and pebble con- 

glomerates, and one thick boulder conglomerate bed. 

The finer sandstones and siltstones have considerable 

fossilferous material which indicates a good growth of 



vecetation at that time. Although most of this fossil 

material is of a fragmental character, two localities 

were found which yielded good fossil leaves (and 

needles). These two leaf localities occur in the upper 

part of this sedimentary series and have been described 
(1) 

by Jean Bowman . Carbonization effects are shown by 

the fossil material at leaf locality No. 2, figure 1. 

r.-';. t - - 
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Figure 1. Fossil leaf locality No. 2. The beds are 
tuffaceous siltstones dipping about 14° to the southwest. 
They are shown here on a northwest trending fault ridge. 

This sedimentary series outcrops intermittently 

along an area west of the Bear Creek Road for a distance 

(1) 
Bowman, Jean, Contribution to the Tertiary Flora of 
Central Oregon, Dept. of Geology, Oregon State 
College. 
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of nearly a mile, beginning near the junction of little 

Bear Creek and Bear Creek roads and continuing south to 

the Sage Hollow and Bear Creek roads junction. At no 

place is a complete section shown. Some of these Out- 

crops can be noticed from the road. Another small out- 

crop of these sediments is found at fossil leaf locality 

No. i near Salt Creek, figure 2. 

IL" 

.' 

Figure 2. Fossil leaf locality No. 1. The tuffaceous 
beds make up the rounded knoll and the leaf material 
occurs near the top. The beds are nearly flat lying. 
The vegetation is typical of the dissected area with 
juniper trees and sacebrush bushes common. 

This area of sediments is entirely separated from 

other similar outcrops as the result of erosion by 

Bear Creek which has exposed the underlying basalts. 
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All these beds of Lower Clamo age have been extensively 

eroded. Weathering effects are common. A few of the 

upper beds of this sedimentary series are found in upper 

Bear Creek Valley, especially the more resistant boulder 

conglomerate. 

The source of the tuffaceous material is not 

definitely known as the underlying basalt would not yield 

this type of sedimentary material, yet some of the 

boulders and cobbles of the massive conglomerate are 

basaltic in character. Possibly the material was brought 

from a highland region (located where the Cascades now 

are) and deposited in this area in and adjacent to a 

Clamo stream. 

The boulder conglomerate bed near the top of this 

series is found at three localities. The thickness and 

extent of weathering and rounding are similar at each 

occurrence. The most southern is nearly nine miles 

distant from a similar cobble and boulder conglomerate 

found outside the area. This last named locality is 

l--2 miles northwest of Roberts and is an upper unit of 

a sedimentary series of Clamo material similar in age 

and character to the beds lying within the area. This 

series of sediments located outside the area is isolated 

by intervening I1adras lavas from the beds of similar 

character in the area. No other such beds are exposed 
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in adjacent areas. 

The most nearly complete section of these sediments 

is located about one-fourth mile northeast of fossil 

leaf locality No. 2. The chart shows this sequence. 

Classification Character Thickness 

l.Boulder conglomerate Rhyolite and 4' ¿ 
basalt pebbles, 
cobbles, and 
boulders, well 
rounded, some 
l-' in diameter. 

2.Fine ranule conglo- Fairly uniformly 
merate sized fragments 

of green tuffa- 
ceous material. 
Grain size 1/8"- 
1/16", slight 
rounding 

3.Tuffaceous siltstone Light brown 
tuf faceous 

Lower material 125' ¿ 
Clamo carbonaceous 
sediments fragments. 

4.Granule conglomerate Light brown, 
angular, tuff- 
aceous frag- 
ments, s lightly 
rounded. Grain 
size i/6"L. 

5.Tuffaceous siltstone Greenish brown, 
tuffaceous 
material. 

6.Tuffaceous sandstone Greenish brown, 
fine grained 
tuffaceous 
material with 
wood fragments 
included. 
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Classification Character Thickness 

7.Granule conglomerate (reen tuffaceous 
material with 
fragments vary- 

ing in size, 
usually 1/8"- 
1/16". 

Lower 
Clamo 8.Tuffaceous sandstone Light green, 
sediments tuffaceous, fine 

to medium grain 
sized fragments. 

9.Tuffaceous siltstone Light brown, 
tuffaceous mater- 
ial with much 
carbonized mater- 
ial included. 

The thickness of these beds could not be accurately 

measured as this sequence was shown on a slope partially 

covered by soil mantle. The boulder conglomerate bed at 

the top of the series is 50-75' thick at a locality to 

the south near the Platner inïne. The other beds are all 

of somewhat similar character and their thickness is 

about 125'. The lowest bed given is not known to rest on 

the basalts, but it is near the bottom of the sequence. 

Much petrifIed wood is found scattered over the 

Clamo surface. Some of the fossil wood shows diameters 

of several feet and one piece showed a 41 diameter. To 

what part of the Clamo this wood belongs is not known 

for certain, but it probably is of lower Clamo age. 

In sumniatïon, this series of sediments, tentatively 
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assigned to the lower Clamo, is made up of tuffaceous 

siltstone, sandstone, granule conglomerates and an 

upper thick conglomerate bed which together are 150-200' 

thick. Some contain fossil wood fragments and leaves. 

They dip in general about 14° to the southwest. 

The upper Clamo, as tentatively classed here, is 

made up of lower tuff beds and an uppermost thick mass of 

rhyolitic lavas. It is separated from the lower Clamo 

by an angular unconfcrmity with small discordance. This 

is best shown slightly west of fossil locality No. 2. 

The difference in dip is not more than eight degrees; 

at other places it is much less. The tuffs overlie the 

older sediments west of the Bear Creek Road in several 

places, but elsewhere they overlie the basalts directly. 

These tuff beds are well shown in the south end of lower 

Bear Creek valley in the vicinity of Scott's Ranch and in 

the Platner mine vicinity, figure 3. The character of 

the tuffs is rhyolitic and in most cases they have been 

silicified, making some rhyolitic in appearance and with- 

out careful examination they are sometimes hard to dis- 

tlnguish from rhyolite flows. 

As was true of the lower Clamo sediments, these 

tuffaceous beds nowhere present a complete sequence. 

Most of the total thickness is ough1y similar in 

character, being white, light brown, green, or gray in 



color, and, although the texture varies somewhat, the 

beds seem to be a product of a nearly continuous stage 

of vulcanism. 

Figure 3. Clamo tuff beds north of Scott Ranch. These 
beds dip about 11° to the southwest. Valley fill is 
shown in the foreground. Bear Creek Bute is shown to 
the extreme left. 

There are two beds of this member that are somewhat 

different from the rest. One is a purplish, silicified, 

coarse tufi that has been much weathered. It overlies 

the boulder conglomerate of the lower Clamo series near 

the Platner mine and in turn is overlain by a hard 

yellowish brown tuff. A similar purplish tuff is found 

overlying the conglomerate at fossil leaf locality No. 1. 
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The other bed of dl8similar character outcrops 

slightly west of fossil leaf locality No. 2. It is a 

partly weathered and limonite stained coarse siliceous 

tuff. The fragments are angular and show no rounding. 

This material is quite resistant to erosion and forms a 

prominent outcrop of light brown color. A thin bedded 

fine grained gray tuffaceous sandstone underlies this 

angular tuff conformably, and indicates that a short 

period of deposition of fluviatile sediments preceded 

the main deposition of tuffs and was the likely result of 

folding and faulting previous to upper Clamo time. This 

fine rained tuffaceous sandstone bears some carbonized 

wood fragments, and trees were evidently commonplace at 

the time the overlying coarse tuff was deposited. This 

is proved by the numerous carbonized branches and tree 

trunks found within the overlying coarse tuff. Long 

cylindrical holes are left where this charred material 

has weathered out and such holes are numerous. This 

coarse rhyolitic tuff appears in the lower part of the 

upper Clamo series of tuffaceous sediments. It was 

likely deposited directly out of the air, as no round- 

ing is shown by the fragments. It killed the trees and 

other veretable matter living at that time. The thick- 

ness of this homoeneous coarse tuff bed is 30-40' and 

its contrasting light brown color and rounded exposures 



make it conspicuous. It is well shown in the area 

surrounding fossil leaf locality No. 2, fIgure 4. 

e 
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Figure 4. Nearly flat lying rim of coarse angular tuff 
of the upper Clamo which overlies the lower Clamo sed- 
iments whose surface is shown in the foreground. 

It dips 6° to the southwest and does not show the promi- 

nent fault that exists in the lower Clamo series in the 

vicinity of fossil locality No. 2. 

Stratigraphie relations indicate that the sequence 

begins with this coarse angular tuff, 30_40? thick, and 

is followed by light brown, cream, green, ray and white 

tuffs of much finer grain which together have a thickness 

of /0 or more feet, giving the sequence a total thickness 

of more than 100'. It is possibly as thick as 200' in 
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places. The white tuff beds are dominant. 

An interesting mineralization of gypsum occurs in 

some of the white tuff beds in a localized area l miles 

south of the Sage Hollow and Bear Creek roads junction. 

Gypsum crystals are scattered over the weathered tuff 

surface and both single and twin crystals occur in a 

zone of mineralization with the gypsum-bearing veins 

" thick. 

The lower tuff beds of the upper Clamo group 

yielded only carbonized wood fragments and the upper 

beds of white tuff gave but one fossil leaf--a poor im- 

pression of a sycamore leaf some 6" in length. These 

tuff beds served as source material for some of the 

John Day formation. These beds have been faulted in 

places but not as much as the sedimentary series of the 

lower Clamo. The general dip of these beds is 5°-15° 

to the SW and the strike is N40°W. 

Following this deposition of tuffaceous sediments 

and probably as a continuation of the same stage of vol- 

canic activity in this area was the great outpouring of 

rhyolitic lavas that covered most of the area but which 

since have been largely eroded away. Remnants of these 

rhyolitic lavas are well shown on Bear Creek Butte and 

the adjacent high Clamo hills and buttes. Clamo 

rhyolite also outcrops around Taylor Butte and in the 
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lower part of upper Bear Creek Valley. 

The rhyolite often shows good flow structure and 

vitrophyre flows outcrop at several places as on the 

east slope of Bear Creek Butte, some 200' below the 

top. The color of the rhyolite varies from character- 

istic reddish brown to gray and green. 

Typical of this rhyolite mass is a reddish brown 

specimen taken from Sec. 14, T. 18S., R. 16E. It has 

a porphyritic texture and the ratio of phenocrysts to 

groundmass is small, less than 10 to 1. In the thin 

section the phenocrysts are but slightly altered where- 

as the groundmass is cloudy showing much alteration. 

The phenocrysts are euhed.ral to subhedral crystals of 

sanidine and albite. The groundmass shows turbid 

feldspar intercrown with nearly clear quartz crystals. 

A partly serpentinized pyribole, probably hypersthene, 

is a minor constituent. Small fragments of magnetite, 

somewhat altered to hematite, are well scattered 

throughout the section. Volcanic glass is a minor con- 

stituent. 

The varying resistance of the flows is well shown 

by successive rims of rhyolite material occurring well 

up on the south side of Bear Creek Butte where they form 

prominent dip slopes. The dips are as high as 18° to the 

southwest, the strike being N35°W, figure 5. 
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Figure 5. Bear Creek Butte showing Clamo rhyolite dip 
slopes. Tuff beds of the upper Clamo occupy the middle 
ground and valley fill, the foreground. 

A possible source for the rhyolite in the area surround- 

Ing lower Bear Creek is the dike slightly west of the 

Bear Creek Road. 

As this very thick mass of rhyolitic lavas was once 

widespread, the comparatively small extent of present 

rhyolite exposures tells of general and prolonged erosion 

following the outpourings of these lavas. 

In simiary, the Clamo formation in this area is 

disconnected but a relatively complete section Includes 

a serles of basalt flows, sediments, tuffs, and rhyolitic 

lavas exposed In the region between the junction of Bear 
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Creek and Little Bear Creek roads and the si.mmit of Bear 

Creek Butte. The Clamo of this area is made up of sev- 

eral hundreds of feet of basal basalt flows which are 

separated from an overlying series of fossiliferous 

tuffaceous sediments, 150 or more feet thick, by an 

erosional unconformity. These. sediments are separated 

from overlying tuffs, mostly unworked, by a slight angu- 

lar unconformity. These tuffs are at least 100' thick, 

probably nearly 200'. The unconformity is an appropriate 

place for dividing the Clamo into lower and upper parts. 

Overlying these tuffs, apparently conformably, are red- 

dish brown, green, and gray rhyolites, in part 

vitrophyric, which form the uppermost Clamo in this 

area. These flows total more than 500' in thickness. 

All the Clamo has suffered from folding, faulting, 

weathering, and erosion. The basal basalts and lower 

series of sediments of Lower Clamo age have been 

affected more than the rhyolites and tuffs of the Upper 

Clamo. The Clamo beds dip to the southwest and strike 

about N40°W. 
(]) 

The Clamo formation is of Eocene age and the 

(1) Merriam, J. C., Journal of Geology, Jan.-Feb., 
1901, No. 1, Vol. IX, p. 71. 
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members in this area resemble those of the Clamo f orn- 

ation found elsewhere in central Oregon. The fossil 

flora from the lower tuffaceous siltstones and sand- 
(1) 

stones are similar to certain Eocene floras found 

elsewhere in the state. 

John Day Formation 

Following the outpourings of uppermost Clamo 

rhyolitic lavas was an extensive period of erosion. 

This is shown by John Day beds lying not only on the 

upper Clamo members but on the lower basalts as well. 

Later deposition, as well as probable accompanying vul- 

canism, resulted in thick tuff beds known as the John 

Day formation, described and named by Ii1arsh. This form- 

ation has been divided into a lower red group of sedi- 

ments, a middle green group of sediments, and an upper 

cream group of sediments. The John Day material is both 

fluviatile and lacustrine in origin. 

All three members are found within the area but 

their exposures are very limited in extent. Exposures 

of red, green, and cream members are found in the lower 

part of upper Bear Creek Valley. The upper cream member 

(1) Bowman, Jean, Contribution to the Tertiary Flora of 
Central Oregon, Dept. of Geology, Oregon State 
College. 



also occurs at several localities In the Sage Hollow 

section. The John Day tuffs are not very resistant to 

erosion and upon exposure are easily removed. The red 

and green members are the last remnants of the John Day 

formation where lt has been exposed to the elements. 

These remnants, although of striking color, are subdued, 

smooth, gently rolling surfaces. Their thickness Is low 

and continued erosion will soon remove them completely. 

However, about 100' of the upper John Day or cream unit 

is preserved at several spots in this area by the pro- 

tective capping of Columbia River basalt. Under the 

cream beds the lower and middle members may be present, 

but soil coverings produced by the weathering of the 

poorly resistant upper John Day member, as well as talus 

from the Columbia River basalt, hide any such beds. 

Under such cappings the exposed John Day Is of very lim- 

Ited area. 

The red or lower John Day member is the most limited 

in exposed area, and its characteristic brick red color 

is seen in a few small scattered patches in the lower 

part of upper Bear Creek Valley. Its present thickness 

is about ten feet and in most places much less. It is 

made up of fine tuff that is easily eroded into smooth 

subdued blanket-.lïke outcrops. Its red color is 

probably due to climatic conditions at the time of its 
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deposition which permitted oxidation of the iron con- 

tamed in the tuff. No vertebrate fossils were found in 

the red beds. This is generally true of the lower John 

Day member. 

The middle John Day beds present smooth gently 

sloping soft green outcrops of little relief which are 

not uncommon in the lower part of upper Bear Creek 

Valley, figure 6. 

Figure 6. Outcrop of the middle or green member of the 
John Day formation. It is shown in the middle ground as 
a subdued patch of barren material. Fossil vertebrate 
bones occur here. A rim of Madras lavas is shown in the 
background. 

The tuff is fine to coarse and appears to have been 

largely deposited in a lake basin during John Day time. 
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The thickness of the exposed beds is generally less than 

ten feet. 1íost of this unît has a soft green soil cover- 

ing several Inches thick which has formed from the under- 

lying bedded tuff. The green color is believed due to 

ferrous iron. This middle member lies on top of the 

lower John Day member or the Clamo formation. 

This middle green John Day member is fossiliferous 

and vertebrate material was collected in the area sur- 

rounding the fossil bone locality $hown on the map in 

upper Bear Creek Valley. 

Limb bones of a large rhinoceros were most abundant. 

The terminations of these bones are well preserved. The 

outstanding specimen is a humerus bone of a large 

rhinoceros, possibly Ietamynodon planifrons. The length 

of this bone is approximately 34cm. The diarneters of 

the terminations are about 14 and l6cm. The axial 

portion is 7-cm. in diameter. Other large bones showing 

well preserved terminations are probably remains of the 

same animal. 

A good section of the upper cream colored member of 

the John Day formation is exposed at a locality l miles 

west of the junction of Bear Creek and Sage Hollow roads. 

Other John Day members are absent at this locality. The 

beds were deposited in the basin which probably received 

all the John Day material of this area. The John Day 
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beds here are surrounded by red Clamo rhyolite and white 

silicified tuff. Of the two outcrops present, the 

western, and slightly larger, has a 600' x 750' exposed 

area. The total thickness of 100 feet is composed of a 

series of indurated beds varying from a few inches to 

fifteen feet each. The dominant color is white or cream 

but three thin gray resistant layers are conspicuous. 

Characteristic pillar structures and narrow terraces are 

outstanding features of these outcrops. The tuff is well 

compacted but the resistance varies with the individual 

layers. The beds dip 110 to the southwest. The western- 

most outcrop yielded a few vertebrate remains, the most 

important of which is a mandible of an oreodont which 

shows two well preserved cheek teeth. This outcrop is 

shown in part in f iure 7. 

Other exposures of the cream colored member of the 

John Day formation in the Sage Hollow area are visible 

near the road where they have been protected from erosion 

by Columbia River basalt cappings. The southernmost is 

an outcrop in the valley bottom near the south end of 

Sae Hollow. It is located east of the road. The width 

of outcrop is only about fifteen feet and the thickness 

exposed is four to five feet. The material is a coarse 

tuffaceous clastic, cream in color. It is believed to 

be about the southwest limit of the John Day formation. 



Figure 7. Outcrop of the cream colored or upper member 
of the John Day formation. Pillar structure and narrow 
terraces are character.stic. An oreodont jaw bone was 
taken from this outcrop. 

Another patch of upper John Day beds is exposed about 

one mile north on this same road and here a thickness 

of some 100' of some fine, but mainly coarse, clastic 

tuffs Is exposed. These clastics have been fairly well 

sorted and the variable color includes cream, green, and 

buff. A light brick red color shows that the uppermost 

John Day material was baked to a depth of several feet 

by the overlying Colunibia River basalt. This uppermost 

baked tuff Is well bedded and is similar in character 

to that which lies immediately below the bright red zone. 
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Some of the tuffaceous naterial includes rounded pebbles 

and grains, showing some water action. No fossil 
material was found even after much searching. The beds 

have an apparent dip of ° to the south. This John Day 

outcrop lies on the west wall of a north racing headland 

capped in turn by Columbia River basalt lavas and adras 

andesite lavas. A similar outcrop of upper John Day 

beds lies on the east flank of this same headland. 

There the exposed thickness is lOO'-150' and these beds 

are exposed along an 800' length, but overlying pro- 

tective lavas prevent a wide exposure. The pillar 
structure is characteristic of these beds and differ- 
ential erosion has caused narrow terraces to form. This 

outcrop is made up of many beds, but the dominant 

material is a coarse-grained tuffaceous sandstone. Con- 

gloineratic layers show well rounded cobbles and boulders 

and these are as much as li-' in diameter. The color of 

this outcrop varies through creams, browns and gray 

greens. Some o± the grains of the tuffaceous sandstones 

are slihtly rounded and volcanic glass fragents are 

slightly magnetic. These beds yielded sorne vertebrate 
material, the upper part being the most fossiliferous. 
Vertebrae were most common amon these remains. Th3 

beds dip 6 to the south. 

The other outcrops of upper John Day beds are found 
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in two buttes located slihtly south of the road in 

upper Bear Creek Valley, figure 8. 

Figure 8. Outcrops of the upper or cream colored member 
of the John Day formation. These are shown in the 
cliffs over halfway up the butte. The uppermost rock is 
a capping of Columbia River basalt. 

These are capped by Columbia River basalt lavas and have 

been isolated by the selective erosion of Bear Creek. 

The tuffs are renerally well bedded coarse to medium 

rained clastics, ficure 9. The outcrops are more than 
ThicK 

4O'in places around the butte's sides and their width 

varies, but good wide exposures are not common. On the 

southwest side of the eastern butte is a 15' thick ex- 

posure of tuffaceous clastics varying from a coarse 
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brown sandstone through thin bedded Line rained cream 

and gray layers. Some of these sediments are cross- 

bedded.. Comparatively poor sorting in other beds 

suggests a fluviatile origin. The color is usually 

cream to light brown but may be gray. The dip and strike 

of the beds differs according to the location but the dip 

is about '7 to 12° to the southwest. 

Figure 9. Outcrop of upper or cream colored John Day 
on the southwest side of butte shown in figure 8. 



Fossils are found within and on the talus weathered 

from the beds. Although vertebrate material is by far 

the most coxîinion, small fresh-water astropods and 

pelecypods are also included in these sediments. These 

small Invertebrates were picked up at frequent inter- 

vals in the soil cover on the east slope of the eastern 

butte. The largest dimension of either the pelecypods 

or crastropods is not much over 1.5cm. and usually much 
(1) 

less. According to Scott there are no known inver- 

tebrate fossils from the John Day formation. The beds 

in which these invertebrates occur contain vertebrate 

material as well. Fossiliferous green beds of the 

middle Jobn Day member lie exposed imediate1y to the 

west. 

In summary, the John Day formation in this map-area 

consists of lirc.ited exposures of lower red and middle 

green members as well as moderately thick exposures of 

the upper cream colored member. Remnants of the lower 

and middle members are very thIn and subdued in relief. 

A soil covering of several inches obscures the true char- 

acter of these beds. These outcrops are like the last 

snow banks left after the thick winter snows have largely 

melted. 

(1) Scott, Wm. B., History of Land Mammals in Western 
Hemisphere, published 1907. 
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The green beds yielded considerable vertebrate remains. 

The lower and middle members are likely present where 

the upper John Day occurs but are not exposed on account 

of soil coverings. The upper John Day, also fossilifer- 

ous, is known to be at least 120t thick and probably is 

much thicker. Cream is the dominant color and the 

elastic material varies from silt to boulder sizes. 

Pillar and small terrace structures are characteristic of 

this member. The John Day beds lie unconformably on the 

Clamo and dip a few (3-11) degrees to the south and 
(1) 

southwest. They are eiiocene in age. 

(1) Marsh, D. C., American Journal of Science, 1875, 
2nd series, Vol. IX, p. 52 
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Columbia River Basalt Formation 

The Columbia River basalt formation overiles the 

John Day and Clamo formations. It rests unconformably 

on the Clamo formation and there apparently is a slight 

angular unconformity between it and the John Day form- 

ation. This latter unconformity can nowhere be confirmed 

in the area because the Columbia River basait lavas over- 

lying the John Day formation forni a protective capping 

which prevents good exposures showing true John Day- 

Columbia River basalt relationships. At most places 

where a relationship is shown the two formations seem to 

be nearly conformable, separated only by an erosional un- 

conformity and time interval. The dips of the John Day 

beds measured where the true clip is shown are generally 

stronger than those of the Columbia River basalt 

formation. This indicates a sliht folding of the John 

Day tuffs before the extruding of the Columbia River 

basalt lavas. 

The erosional interval between these formations is 

shown alon.g the northern contact in Sage Hollow. There 

the Columbia River basalt is plastered in around the 

sides of a John Day hill, figure 10. 

The Columbia River basalt formation is made up of 

basalt flows, mostly dark gray to black in color. 

Dikes give evidence as to the origin of these basalts 
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and are numerous in the section between upper and lower 

Bear Creek valleys. The columns of these dikes are hor- 

izontal or somewhat inclined. 

Figure lO. Columbia River basalt plastered in against 
John Day elastics in the Sage Hollow area. 

The texture of the Columbia River basalts is gen- 

erally dense; sometimes, porphyritic. These basalts 

fracture conchoidally and often have a columnar, 

pentagonal or hexagonal, structure in the flows as well 

as the dikes. 
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Descriptions of two specimens of Columbia ±'iver 

basalt follow. 

The first is found overlying fossiliferous John Day 

clastics in Sec. 7, T. 19S., R. 18E. This is a dark 

gray dense basalt. 

In the thin section the texture is trachytic. The 

phenocrysts are olivine and augite, the largest about 

1.5mm long. The olivine crystals show marked alteration 

to serpentine; the augit, very little or none. Labra- 

dorite laths of the groundmass show albite twinning and 

give extinction values as much as 70_20 and 370_390 

Smaller subhedral to anhedral crystals of olivine are 

sparsely distributed in the section. The feldspar 

laths are most abundant, closely followed by the olivine 

content. Augite is of much lesser importance. Large 

anheth'al crystal of magnetite, very little altered, 

are moderately prevalent throughout the mass. The order 

of crystallization proceeded from the olivine and augite 

to the feldspar. 

The other specimen is a black, slightly porphyritic, 

very fine-grained basalt. It occurs in Sec. 7, T. 19S., 

R. 17E. overlying coarse clastics of the John Day form- 

ation. 

Microscopically the basalt has a slightly 

porphyritic holocrystalline texture. The phenocrysts 
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are labradorite showin albite twinning. These 

phenocrysts are a very minor constituent and the largest 

are 1.5mm long. A very few 1are magnetite crystals are 

present. 

An extremely fine groundmass is characterized by 

feldspar laths, short prismatic crystals of augite, 

snd distinct crystals of magnetite. The feldspar shows 

albite twinning and is probably labradorite. The 

augite and magnetite crystals show but very slight alter- 

ation. Labradorite is most abundant in the groundmass 

but is closely followed by nearly equal contents of 

augite and magnetite. 

One flow of this formation is a comparatively light 

gray equigranular basalt. It lies below the dark gray 

basalt in the Sare Hollow sector. 

The thickness of these basalts varies greatly with 

the locality. In a large area exposed in Sage Hollow 

the thickness approximates 75' in places; in upper sear 

Creek Valley the basalt varies in thickness from rem- 

nant cappings to over a hundred feet and in the Ivïaury 

Mountain district the thickness is much greater. 

The Columbia River basalts were once widespread in 

this area, but failed to cover much of the Clamo sur- 

face, especially the higher areas such as Bear Creek 

Butte. This formation has suffered severely from 



erosion. This is well shown by the numerous small out- 

croppings found in upper Bear Creek Valley. In the Sage 

Hollow area the once overlyIng Madras lavas have been 

stripped away leaving a nearly flat but somewhat dis- 

sected Columbia River basalt surface. 

The Columbia River basalt shows much less altera- 

tion than the Clamo basalt, but where the Columbia 

River lavas directly overlie Clamo basalts, the con- 

tact is very hard to follow. The Columbia River basalts 

are comparatively little fractured and form black talus 

streamers down the slopes. These black talus streamers 

are not as characteristic of the Clamo basalts. Some 

of the Clamo basalts show reddish brown spots of 

iddingsite formed by the alteration of olivine, but 

nowhere is this apparent in the lavas of the Columbia 

River basalt formation. The soils resulting from the 

weathering of the lavas of this age are brown to red in 

color. The thickness of this soil is usually several 

inches; rarely, several feet. 

The Columbia River basalt structure where it could 

be interpreted, as ifl the Sage Hollow area, shows a dip 

of several (3-5) degrees to the south and southwest. 

Elsewhere the dip was not reported and apparently it, 

too, is not far from horizontal. 
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The Columbia River basalt formation is Miocene in 

(1) 

age 

Harney Formation 

The next formation is poorly represented in the area. 

This Harney formation, a probable correlative of the 

Rattlesnake formation known farther to the north, and 
(2) 

Pliocene in ace , is represented by two small outcrops 

of rhyolitic tuffs located south of Little Bear Creek 

road. Considerable float of the same material was foind 

in upper Bear Creek Valley and a small outcrop was re- 

ported. 

The Harney formation consists of a light brown, well 

compacted rhyolitic tuff with characteristic large 

pumicitic fragments--some 8" long and l" in diameter. 

These fragments of pumice are light gray or white in 

color, forming a marked contrast with the brown round- 

mass. They are not oriented in any particular direction 

which shows they are not the result of a rhyolitic 
(3) 

flow 

A thickness of aboi'.t 40' was reported which in- 

dicates a considerable extent of these beds in this area 

at one time. Large areas of these rhyolitic tuffs are 

(1) Russell, I. C., United States geological Survey, 
Bulletin No. 108, pp. 21-24, 1893. 

(2) Wilkinson, W. D.,Personal Communication. 
(3) Wilkinson, W. D.3Personal Communication. 
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found in the Hampton qu&rangleto the east. These 

Rhyolitic lavas are not particularly resistant to 

erosion, 

The position of these beds is nearly horizontal and 

means that the Harney formation has underwne very little 

folding. This is true of this formation in the area to 
(1) 

the east 

Madras Formation 

Later in Pliocene or early Pleistocene time another 

stage of volcanic activity took place, resulting in the 

outpourings of widespread andesitic and basaltic lavas. 

These lavas are prevalent in the western, southern, and 

northcentral areas. Sources of these lavas are Alkali 

Butte, a volcanic cone, and Bear Creek Buttes, a fine 

example of a shield type of cone, figure 11. 

These lavas are /51OO thick showing excellent rim 

exposures on the Madras headland which forms the divide 

between Sage Hollow and Upper Bear Creek Valley. Great 

blocks break off along the rims. Here an upper and lower 

rim make up this total. The lava is vesicular in charac- 

ter, especially near the tops of the flows. The lavas 

are gray (light to dark) in color, and porphyritic in 

character. They weather to form a light brown soil. 

(1) Bowman, Jean, Geologyof the North Half of Hampton 
Quadrangle, Oregon State College Library. 
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The Madras lava specimen taken from the plateau sur- 

face in Sec. 19, T. 19S., R. 17E., is a medium grained 

gray porphyritic basalt. The hand specimen shows honey- 

yellow prismatic phenocrysts of olivine, as well as opal 

fillings in the cavities. 

Figure 11. Bear Creek Buttes, source for Madras lavas, 
is shown to left of center in the background. To the 
right in the background are the rougher hills and buttes 
of Clamo rhyolite. The fore and middle ground is a flat- 
lying plateau of Madras lavas. 

The texture shown in the thin section is porphyritic 

with a ho1ocristalline groundmass. The phenocrysts 

occupy about one half of the area. These are nearly 

equally abundant augite and olivine crystals, the largest 

about 1.5mm. long. The olivine crystals are consider- 

ably altered to serpentine and also to a reddish brown 
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mineral, probably iddinsite. 
The groundmass is made up largely of feldspar laths 

showing albite twinning. The average size of the laths 
is about .4mm. The extinction angles of the albite twins 
are as high as 38°-38°. Similar sized but limited oli- 

vine crystals are found in the groundmass. These show 

alterations like that in the olivine phenocrysts. Fairly 
large unaltered anhedral crystals of magnetite are 
sparsely distributed throughout the groundmass. The opal 
fillings in the cavities was largely lost in grinding the 
section. 

The feldspar is of a younger generation than the 
phenocrysts of olivine and augite. 

Another thin section ground from a specimen taken 
from the southwest slope of Bear Creek 

for these lavas, is somewhat different 
described rock in composition although 
and appearance. 

The texture is porphyritic with a 

Buttes, a source 

from the above 

, similar in color 

holocrystalline 
rrourìdinass. The ratio of phenocrysts to groundmass is 

very small. The phenocrysts are euhedral to subhed.ral 

crystals of olivine as much as 1mm. in diameter. 
Alteration which is plainly apparent around the edges 

of the crystal is to serpentine only. 

The roundmass consists of lath-shaped feldspars, 
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'lass, and euhedral crystals and -trains of ma.netite. 

The feldspar shows albite twinning with extinction 

anle values of 23°-23°, 27-22°, 25°-33°, 23°-25°, etc. 

This means that the feldspar is basic andesine and the 

rock may be classed as an andesite. 

The feldspar crystals make up over three fourths 

of the groundmass and measure about .25mm. Other 

roundnmss constituents are somewhat smaller in size. 

The adras lavas overlie the Columbia River basalt 

and John Daí formations in this Madras headland, but the 

contact elsewhere is with the clamo formation. The 

contacts show unconforinities, slipht, 30_40, with the 

Columbia River basalts and considerably czreater with the 

Clamo. In upper Sage Hollow the Madras lavas are found 

plastered in arainst the eroded Columbia River basalts. 

The Madras lavas failed to cover the entire area. 

Fighlands of Clamo, such as Bear Creek Butte and 

surroundin'r buttes, formed Clamo steptoes, and the high 

Clamo and Columbia River areas in the Taury Mountain 

sector and the area slightly south also were too high to 

be covered. 

Madras lavas spread north, west, and south from 

Alkali Butte but were blocked to the east by the higher 

land there. Their westward extension was marked by the 
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high Clamo areas around Bear Creek Butte. The lavas em- 

anating from Bear Creek Buttes spread widely in all di- 

rections except to the northeast where Bear Creek Butte 

and surrounding Clamo uplands again checked the flow. A 

probable southern source furnished the material for lavas, 

part of which spread northward to join those coning from 

Alkali Butte. 

The structure of the lavas showon1y initial dip 

slopes of a few degrees. Those immediately west of 

Alkali Butte, a source cone, are as high as 5 to 10°. 

Apparently somewhat younger lavas exist in the area 

west of Bear Creek Buttes. The lava surface shows fairly 

new lava crusts and, several blister cones occur in this 

area, figure 12. These lavas are included with the Wad- 

ras lavas until further study can be made. 

The Madras lava surfaces have been badly eroded in 

certain sections. This is true in Sage Hollow, figure 

13, and is well shown throughout the course of Bear 
(1) 

Creek Valley. The Madras is given a Pliocene or 

early Pleistocene age. 

Formations younger than the Madras include recent 

valley fills, terrace crravels, lake bed depos±ts on the 

(1) Hodge, E. T., Map of North Central Oregon, 
University of 0reon Publication, Geology Series 
No. 4, 1930. 
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I':iadras plateau a1on the Central Oreon Highway, and the 

aforementioned lavas included with those of the L'1aciras 

formation. 

Figure 12. A small blister cone in the area west of 
Bear Creek Buttes. Note the flat lying lava plain in 
the backoround. 

The valley fill deposits of recent alluvium are most 

common in lower Sape Hollow and lower Bear Creek Valley 

and less so in upper Bear Creek Valley and Salt Creek. 

These are largely the result of erosion proceeding at 

such a rate that the relatively small streams can not 

handle the available load. This erosion is comparatively 

slow as the stream gradients are moderately low. 

Terrace gravels are found on the upland area which 
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forms the divide between Little Bear Creek and Bear 

Creek. These were deposited when Bear Creek wa very 

young. These terraces are several hundred feet above 

the present river level. 

, 

I - 

Figure 13. Flat lying Madras lavas cut back in Sa'e 
Hollow. The considerably lower outcrops of basalt 
are Columbia River and the surface in the foreground 
is made up of Coliuiibia River basalts. 

Lake deposits of considerable extent but shallow 

depth are present alon the Central Oreon highway. 

This area was formerly a lake basin on a Madras plateau. 

It was drained by a westward flowing river whose channel 

is marked by Dry River. The ae of the lake deposits 
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is Pleistocene or recent. 

Geoloical History 

The geological history of this region consists of 

intermittent vulcanism Ccurrin, throughout Tertiary and 

later time, interrupted by times of erosion and deposi- 

tion as well as by folding and faDiting. 

The history cn be interpreted back to the early 

Eocene when great sheets of basaltic and andesitic lavas 

were spread widely throughout the area. These make up 

part of the oldest formation exposed, known as the Clamo 

formation. This was followed by a stace of erosic and 

deposition in which a considerable thickness, 150+ i, 

of tuffaceous siltstones, sandstones, and conglomerates 

were laid down by fluviatile action. The source of 

these sediments is speculative; it is thought that they 

were derived from a highland area possibly located where 

the Cascades now stand. Some of the boulders of the 

upper massive conglomerate member are basaltic and 

rhyolitic in character and are in part eroded from the 

Clamo. 

In this series of sediments is a large content of 

fossil leaves and wood. Two fossil leaf localities of 

importance are noted. The large amount of petrified wood 

found in the Clamo gives further proof of extensive 

forestation during these times. While these sediments 
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were being laid down, a flourishing f1oraas repre- 

sented by sycamores, pines, willows, oaks, walnuts, 

maples, horse chestnuts, horsetails, ferns, and others 

was present. 

The basal basalts and this series of lower sedi- 

ments resting on them and separated from them by an 

erosional unconformity are joined together and tenta- 

tively classed a lower Clamo. The lower Clamo under- 

went folding and faulting before vulcanism again became 

active. 

This vulcanism resulted in the deposition of vol- 

canic tuffs to a thickness totalling at least 100 feet, 

probably much more. This stage of vulcanism was repre- 

sented in still later Upper Clamo time by the great 

outpourings of rhyolitic lavas. These lavas were very 

thick, totalling more than five hundred feet in places. 

This stage of vilcanism was followed by extensive fold- 

Ing and much faulting. The folding appears to be the 

result of a crosswarping action with a dominant north- 

western axis and a mInor northeastern axis. Faulting 

followed the northwest axis trend in most cases but 

some faulting trended northeast. Uplift probably 

(1) Bowman, Jean, Contribution to the Tertiary flora of 
Central Oregon, Dept. of Geology, Oregon State 
College. 
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accompanied the faultin and folding as indicated by 

hi2h Clamo remnants such as Bear Creek Butte. 

Erosion then set in and the Oligocene epoch began. 

This resulted in the deposition of John Day tuffs in 

basinal areas and along stream valleys. The source of 

the John Day formation is largely eroded Clamo material 

but probably includes some volcanic tuff blown out dur- 

Ing Oligocene time. 

The lowest John Day, the red colored member, is 

devoid of vertebrate material. It is possible that a 

certain time was essential before conditions were favor- 

able for animal inhabitation after the devastating 

vulcanism of late Eocene time. In later John Day time 

vertebrates were common within the area as shown by the 

fossil remains found in the middle green colored member 

and the upper cream colored member. Besides the verte- 

brate remains found in the John Day beds are small 

fresh-water astropod and pelecypod shells. These be- 

long to the upper John Day beds. 

The former thickness of these beds is questionable 

as only remnants of exposed red and green beds are 

present. The upper cream member is approximately 

lOO feet thick. The change of colors, red through 

oreen to cream, seems to be due to climatic variations 

at the time of deposition. 
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It is reasonable to as'ume that vegetation was 

present within the area during the Oligocene since 

vertebrates are shown to occupy the area at the time. 

No fossil flora is known from the John Day in this area, 

a re 
but in the area to the northeast found remarkable 

fossil leaf localities belonging to the Tipper John Day, 
(1) (2) 

known as the Gray's Ranchard Neidiger floras 

From the geological evidence found within the area 

it appears that the extruding of the Columbia River lavas 

closely followed Jobn Day deposition; separated from it 

by only a short period of erosion and slight folding. 

The outpourings of these basalts ushered in the Miocene 

epoch. These lavas failed to cover the higher Clamo 

areas and the 75-150' thickness shown by present ex- 

posures is not as reat as shown elsewhere in central 
(3) 

Oregon . Erosion has effectively removed much of these 

basalts. The source of the Columbia River lavas was 

local vents and fissures-dikes are not uncorimon within 

this region. The close of this stage of vulcanism was 

followed by gentle open folding, possibly some faulting, 

and subsequent erosion. 

(1) Chaney, R. W., 
Crooked River 
346, 1927. 

(2) i':ote, R. H., U 
Flora, Dept. 

(3) Russel, I. C., 
Bulletin No. 

Geology and Paleontology of the 
region, Carnegie Inst. Wash., Bull. 

published I\ianuscript on Neidigger 
of Geology, Oregon State College 
United States Geological Survey, 
108, pp. 21-24, 1893. 
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Pliocene time saw two staes of vulcanism. The 

first was the deposition of a rhyolitic tuff here known 

as the Harney formation. This formation is poorly shown 

within the area but was at one time probably quite wide- 
(1) 

spread in extent as is true of the area to the east 

Erosion has removed most of the exposed areas as it is 

not an especially resistant material. A later sta.e of 

the Pliocene, or early Pleistocene, witnessed the spread- 

ing of aJras lavas of andesitic and basaltic character 

over wide areas. These failed to cover the hicr,h Clamo 

and Columbia River basalts in the Maury Mountains area 

and the Clamo rhyolites in the Bear Creek Butte region. 

Sources for these lavas are known for certain to be 

Alkali Butte and Bear Creek Buttes and a southern source 

near the area boundary is thought to have supplied con- 

siderable lava material. 

Since the outpouring of these lavas took place, 

much erosion has occurred, resultiri in the carving of 

Bear Creek Valley and Sae Hollow. This has cut away 

large areas of Madras lavas as well as parts of all 

older formations. Since Pliocene, or early Pleistocene, 

time minor volcanic activity has formed blister cones 

and yoimg lavas in the extreme west section as shown 

(1) Bowman Jean, Geology of the North Half of Hampton 
Quadrangle, Oregon-Oregon State College Library. 



west of Bear Creek Buttes. No evidence of Pleistocene 
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laciation ae known in the area. Quaternary terrace 

gravels were deposited by Bear Creek during its earlier 

history. Lake deosits alonr the Central Oregon Highway 

show that the Madras plateau of this area was recently 

covered by a sizeable freshwater lake. It was drained 

by a westward flowing stream whose dry channel is 

plainly seen carved in the Madras formation. 

Recent alluvial deposits occupy the lower valley 

areas. Although erosion is proceeding, relatively 

slowly, it is too fast for the streams to handle, and 

alluvium is being deposited. This is because Crooked 

River, into which the streams of the area empty, is cut- 

tin its channel in resistant basalt. 

Small eolian deposits of volcanic sands occupy 

protected hilly depressions, and they have been blown in 

from the west where the most recent volcanic activity has 

occurred. 

The region is now in a period of quiescence; no 

foldin or faultin, of consequence has occurred since 

LTiocene time. Erosion is proceeding at a leisurely rate, 

and until the climate changes or diastrophic or volcanic 

forces again become active, this relative quiescence may 

be expected to continue. 



Phys iocraphy 

The physioraphic ae of much of the area is young 

as shown by the nearly flat little dissected Madras 

lava plate 

Figure 14. 
the Madras 
region of 
by valley 
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Figure 15. View from upper Sage Hollow looking north- 
east into Lower Sage Hollow where it joins Bear Creek. 
This valley area gives way to the upland region of the 
Maury Mountains shown in the background. The formations 
cut away in the right foreground are John Day tuff s, 
Columbia River basalt, and Madras lavas--bottom to top.. 
White Clamo tuff beds stand out in the niiddleground. 

The elevations range between 5,2O0 and. 5,600 feet. 

Alkali Butte, Bear Creek Butte, Bear Creek Buttes, and 

the Maury Mountain upland are all around 5,500 feet high. 

Lower Bear Creek Valley is less than ,300 feet 

above sea level where it leaves the area. 

The recent nearly flat lava surfaces occupy over 

half the area. They occur in three general sections. 
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The western and largest, nearly one third the total 

area, joins the southern district which is next largest. 

A northcentral section which contains these lavas is of 

smaller area. 

These plateau areas are not of the same elevation. 

The southern, in general about 4,400', is highest; the 

northcentral, next, 3,900'; and the western is somewhat 

lower. 

The conspicuous relief features of these plateau 

areas are the buttes which served as sources for these 

lavas. Alkali Butte, a volcanic cone which supplied 

lava to the northcentral region, and Bear Creek Buttes, 

figure 11, a large shield cone which supplied western 

and southern districts, are both about 5,500' above sea 

level. The lava slopes dip about 50 away from the cones; 

in places, nearer the sources, the dips reach 100. These 

slopes show but little dissection, figure 16. 

The main lava surfaces show little dissection, and 

there drainage follows local depressions or enters small 

natural basins. One drainare channel is found on the 

southern plateau lava surface. This shallow river 

channel, Dry River, was cut by a westward flowing stream 

that drained the lake which formerly occupied a consider- 

able area of this Madras plateau along the Central Oregon 

IIihway. This channel deepens and becomes gorge-like 
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where it passes south of Bear Creek Buttes. The 

channel on the plateau surface is shown in figure 17. 

Figure 16. The little dissected slopes of Bear Creek 
Buttes, Madras lava cone, are shown to the left and 
abut the rhyolite surface in the foreground. 

Dissection of these lavas has been severe where 

the plateau areas give way to the valleys of Sage Hollow 

and Bear Creek. Prominent lava rims are present where 

this has taken place. 

The remainder of the area is much older in topo- 

graphic relief. This central and northeastern region is 

made up of formations older than the Madras which exhibit 

topographic features of both recent and much older 

erosion. 
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Figure 17. Dry River. The channel has been partly 
filled with clastic material. 

These older erosional effects are shown on the 

prominent relief features of this region. In the 

western part of this dissected area the Clamo remnants 

of Bear Creek Butte and nearby surrounding uplands are 

most conspicuous. Bear Creek Butte, figure 18, is about 

5,500' above sea level. 

It shows good southwest dip slopes which have been 

produced by the erosion of dipping rhyolite flows. 

A small group of related Clamo buttes lies to the 

south of Bear Creek Butte, figure 19. 
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Figure 18. Bear Creek Butte as seen from lower Bear 
Creek Valley. 

Taylor Butte, near the northern boundary, is also 

a Clamo remnant. Its elevation is about 4,400' above 

sea level. 

The other important relief features of this 

dissected area are located in the eastern and north- 

eastern parts of this region. This upland forms the 

western extent of the Maury Mountains and exhibits 

the roughest topography in the area. Ridges and inter- 

vening valleys are characteristic. 

Most of the streams of the area have their source 

in this upland, Bear Creek, Little Bear Creek and most 
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of their tributaries head there. Sprinrrs are num- 

erous and furnish most of' the water for the streams 

after the winter snows have melted. 

Figure 19. A group of Clamo hills south of Bear Creek 
Butte which is farthest to the right. They are much 
higher than the Ladras plateau shown in the foreground. 

Between the western and eastern high district is 

the central section dominated by Bear Creek and tribu- 

tary valleys. 

A narrow valley area--where Co1wnbia River basalt 

dikes are coimnon--separates Bear Creek Valley into an 

upper and lower unit. 

Bear Creek heads in the Maury Mountains. The 

valley is narrow in its upper reaches, but widens 
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considerably farther down. It is a youthful valley. 

The southern rim wall of upper Bear Creek Valley 

is Madras lava. This upper valley is cut largely in 

the Clamo, Jobn Day, and Columbia River basalt form- 

ations. Two stream terrace levels are prominent in this 

upper valley, figure 20. 

Piure 20. Stream terraces in upper Bear Creek Valley. 
The rim in the background is Math'as lava. Bear 
Creek is located between the juniper trees in the fore- 
ground and the terraces in the middleground. 

The upper level is 150' above Bear Creek; the other, 

only twenty-five or so feet. 

These terraces were developed by Bear Creek since 

Madras time when downcutting was retarded and lateral 
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planation became important. The slackening of down- 

cutting was the probable result of resistant lava flows 

or dikes. The lower terraces were produced by Bear 

Creek when it was cutting through the Columbia River 

basalt dikes located in the narrow valley area which 

separates the lower and upper valleys. 

Lower Bear Creek Valley, figure 21, is largely cut 

in the Clamo formation. 

A(at' utte 
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Figure 21. Lower Bear Creek Valley--surrounding terrain. 

It is widest where Sage Hollow joins Bear Creek Valley 

and the valley floor is about mile wide there. 
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The east wall is much steeper than the west wall as 

the Ivladras lava forms a rim alonc this side. 

The west wall is made up of hills and ridges which 

are the lower slopes of the Bear Creek Butte mass. The 

low rounded foothills are made up of sedimentary beds. 

Bear Creek empties northward into Crooked River. 

It is limited in flow during most of the year. Alluvium 

is being deposited on the valley floor and the stream 

tends to meander slightly. Bear Creek is receiving con- 

siderable material from sedimentary beds. It cannot 

carry all the available load with its present stream 

gradient and flow. Its gradient is determined by the 

Crooked River whose channel is being cut in resistant 

basalt. 

Other valleys worth mentioning are those of Little 

Bear Creek and Sage Hollow. 

Little Bear Creek Valley is being cut in Clamo 

basalts. It is a youthful valley with moderately 

sloped walls. Only occasional valley fills occur along 

Little Bear Creek. 

Sage Hollow Valley is narrow in the southern 

part hut widens out before joining Bear Creek Valley, 

fiure 15. The eastern and southern walls are rimmed 

by Madras lavas. 

Exposures of Clamo, John Day, Columbia River 



basalt, and Iadras formations are plainly shown along its 

extent. The western part of the Sage Hollow area is a 

nearly flat slightly dissected surface of Columbia River 

basalt. The adras lavas have recently been stripped 

from this surface. 

Sage Hollow Creek has an intermittent flow. Alluvi- 

urn to the depth of 25' occupies the valley floor at the 

lower end. 

The divide between upper Bear Creek Valley and 

Little Bear Creek Valley is characterIzed by hills, 

ridges and intervening valley and gulley areas. The 

southern part was terraced at an earlier date--post 

Ìiadras. The Madras formation has been entirely stripped 

from this area. 

The development of the present drainage system con- 

cerns almost entirely the formation of Bear Creek Valley 

and its tributaries. 

The origin of the initial course of Bear Creek is 

not definitely known. Possibly it followed a depression 

in the Iadras lava surface. Such a depression might re- 

suit from two oppositely directed lava flows. South- 

ward flowing lava from Alkali Butte may have met north- 

ward flowing lava in the vicinity of upper Bear Creek 

Valley. 

The stream had Its head In the high eastern up- 

land. It flowed westward until Its course was blocked 
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by the higher Clamo remnants around Bear Creek Butte. 
Its only outlet then lay to the north as the lava field 
to the south is higher. It flowed north along the 

Clarno-Madras contact cutt1nr away both formations. 

The Madras lavas at the saine time were being removed in 

upper Bear Creek Valley. 
The course in the upper valley was cut in turn 

through the Columbia River basalt, John Day and Clamo 

formations. Two terrace systems were developed during 

its earlier history when lateral planation became opera- 

tive. Columbia River basalt dikes were important factors 
in forming these terraces. 

The course in the lower valley moved eastward 

from the oriçinal Clarno-Madras contact. The Clamo 

support of the Madras lavas was cut away causing the 

Madras lava rims to break off. Today, the st wall of 

the valley s marked by Madras lava rims. 
The present course of Bear Creek is being cut in 

Clamo basalts and fairly well parallels the strikes of 

known faults. 
Structure 

The structure of the area varies with the acre of 

the formations; the oldest or Clamo formation shows 

extensive folding and faultin'z which decreases in ex- 

tent down to the Harney and Madras formations in which 

the structure is largely that present at the time the 
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formation came into beinp. 

The Clamo formation, which starts with the begin- 

ning of the Tertiary, has been subjected to all the 

forces active in the area since that time. Although the 

Clamo represents only the Eocene epoch, the forces 

active at that time in the area were far more severe than 

the total of all subsequent forces. 

The Clamo rhyolite, tuffaceous sediments, and tuff 

beds give fairly accurate dip determinations but the 

weathered basalt slopes ive only a rouch idea as to the 

structure. Almost everywhere in the area the Clamo 

members show dips to the southwest with dip values 

varying between 5 and 22 degrees. Dips taken on a local 

area of Clamo sediment lying slightly north of the area 

give similar values. 

IViost of the Clamo in this area represents the 

southwest limb of an anticline whose axis strikes 

N40°W and which passes a mile or so east of Alkali 

Butte. This limb extends 14 miles to the southwest be- 

fore it passes under Madras and younger lavas. Local 

flattening and faulting may account for some low dips 

and elevation differences along the east side of Bear 

Creek. Erosion has removed great masses of Clamo 

material and Beam Creek Butte and Taylor Butte and 

surroundin sectors, which are near the southwest limit 
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of the visible anticlinal structure, show the only good 

exposures of rhyolitic lavas which form the uppermost 

Clamo, f iure 22. 

Figure 22. The back slopes of Bear Creek Butte, look- 
ing northward. The dip slopes of Clamo rhyolite 
strike northwest. 

Although northwest-southwest forces which helped 

produce this fo1d1n were dominant, they apparently were 

not the only active one in the area. Forces acting at 

nearly right anrles to these may have produced a cross- 

warping effect. This is better shown in the area ad- 

jacent to the northwest. 

There northeast trending synclinal and anti- 

clinal axes are shown to be present in the Clamo 
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(1) 
formation The forces producing folding there may 

have combined with forces in the area to produce a 

doming effect which contributed in forming the highland 

area of the Maury Mountains. 

Faults are numerous in the Clarrio formation and 

vary from the stronger dip faults, figure 23, to low 

dip faults. The latter are both reverse and normal and, 

likely, the effects of late or post Clamo faulting as 

the upper part of the Clamo, the rhyolite flows, show 

Figure 23. Fault scarp in Clamo silicified tuff in 
the lower part of upper Bear Creek Valley. 

(1) Hodge, E. T.,Map of North Central Oregon, 
University of Oregon Publication, Geology Series 
No. 4, 1930. 
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low angle faults in several places. The lower part of 

the formation also shows low angle faults but these may 

likewise be the result of later action. The most ex- 

tensive faults of this age nearly parallel the strike 

of the axis of folding. One of these striking N45°W 

occurs near fossil leaf locality No. 2. It does not cut 

the overlying coarse angular tuff which proves it to be 

of Lower Clamo age, figure 1. 

The trend of fault planes is given by three general 

directions--two in general which parallel the major axis 

of folding N50°W and N200W, and the third which nearly 

parallels the axis that helped produce crosswarping 

effects, that is N500E. 

Slickensides are common along fault planes and are 

not uncommonly seen on pieces of float where no fault 

has been found. Brecciated and gouge zones are also 

common to many of the faults. 

The most extensive fault zone occurs west of lower 

Bear Creek Valley. Three connected faults make up this 

zone. They are the most extensive in the area and their 

fault planes are nearly vertical. A fault ridge is 

prominent along part of the extent. A shallow valley 

lies immediately to the west and is related to the fault- 

ing. 

ineralization probably followed the original 
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faulting and may be the same age as the outcroppings of 

rhyolitic lavas of Upper Clamo. Although the original 

faulting was nearly vertical, subsequent faulting has 

been nearly horizontal as shown by striae at numerous 

places along the fault. 

An angular unconformity separates the Clamo from 

later formations. The structure in the next two younger 

formations shows considerably less folding and faulting. 

John Day beds give dips usually less than 6 and none 

over 120. Columbia River basalt lavas show dips of 3 to 

50 to the south and althoug1 no outcrops show the exact 

relationship between the John Day and the Columbia River 

formations, the difference in dips indicate a small 

angular unconformity. This is true of most central 

Oregon areas where the relationships are better shown. 

Faulting was not shown in either the John Day or 

Columbia River basalt formations but is not necessarily 

absent. The dips of these formations are low and to the 

south and southwest. The trend of the folds roughly 

parallel the major axis of Clamo folding as nearly as 

can be told. 

An angular unconformity of small discordance, 

3_50, separates the Columbia River basalt formation 

from younger formations. 

Formations younger than the Columbia River basalt 
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formation in this area exhibit only initial structures. 

The Harney formation, early Pliocene age, is a rhyolitic 

turf whose limited exposures in this area give no hint 

as to subsequent deformation. The Madras, a later 

Pliocene, or early Pleistocene, formation, exhibits 

initial dip structures as the result of outpourings from 

volcanic cones such as Alkali Butte and Bear Creek Buttes 

and the dips may be as high as 10 degrees near the cones 

but are usually 1, 2, or 3 degrees on the main lava 

surfaces. Apparently no imposed structure is present. 

The small areas of younger lavas and recent alluvium 

likewise show only primary structures. 

Mineral Economics 

Cinnabar is the mineral of greatest importance. 

It is mined from the Clamo formation at several local- 

ities. Mineralization cannot be assigned to a definite 

time. The mineralization has taken place within fault 

zones and this is well shown in the long fault located 

slightly west of the Bear Creek Road. Prospect holes 

and shafts are scattered along this line. 

Only one mine of importance, the Platner mine, 

was operating along this fault at the time of survey. 

Considerable tunneling has been carried out and the mine 

is reported being worked at a profit. Several other 

cinnabar mining operations are carried out on a small 
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scale throughout the area and are shown by the conven- 

tional signs. At the time of this writing, Ivlarch, 1940, 

operations are likely much more active than at the time 

of the survey, June, l99. This is the result of the 

sharp upward rise in the price of mercury caused by cur- 

rent war conditions. 

A supposedly valuable gold claim, the Oregon Grape, 

is located slightly south of Little Bear Creek in Sec. 

27, T. 185., R. 18E. Ltinerallzation occurs in a 

fault zone and assays as high as 47 per ton are report- 
(1) 

ed . A shaft 6 x 9, 50' deep is the main workings. 

The present status of the operations is unknown. 

Gypsum mineralization occurs on the White Swan 

property a mile or so south of the junction of the Sage 

Hollow and Bear Creek roads. The mineralization occurs 

in nearly vertical veinlets within white Clamo tuff. 

Gypsum occurs in single, twinned, and double twinned 

crystals and although probably not of a quantity to be of 

value for calcium sulfate, museum specimens might make 

the locality of some value. Some work has been done on 

the claim and a shaft 47' deep has been sunk and H2S gas 

emanates from its water-filled bottom. 

(1) Report by State Dept. of Geology and Mineral 
Industries, Portland, Oregon. 
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Economic development of Importance lles largely in 

the cinnabar deposits. Apparently the most valuable are 

those which occur west of the Bear Creek road in lower 

Bear Creek Valley, but up to the present, 1940, mining 

operations are still in their infancy. 
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